
35. Clubsiegerschau Stift Göttweig
Golden Retriever

Richter: Maja Bubalo

Rüden - Babyklasse

1 - MARYS GOLDEN AFFINITY
Besitzer: Thomas Pucher

Vater: AGRAM-CAN VENI-VIDI-VICI

Mutter: GALANS-AUSTRIA JUNE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9366 Wurftag: 06.03.2021

beautiful puppy, excellent expression, lovely dark eye, excellent topline for his age, good 

tailset and tailcarriage, correct front and back angulation, excellent bone, coming to the 

judge correkt, going from the judge a little bit loose but its due to the age, excellent 

temperament, lovely puppy, very promising3

Bewertung:  3

2 - DAILY RAYS TRUST IN YOU
Besitzer: Verena ARMINGER & Katharine JOHN

Vater: CH LORINFORD HARLEQUIN

Mutter: AMANDIINA'S DREAM SWEETHEART

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9499 Wurftag: 09.05.2021

the moment he entered the ring he is the eye catcher, you could see his qualities from 

the start, happy temperament, dark eye and dark nose, excellent pigmentation, beautiful 

bone, so promissing even in this age so parallel in movement from the judge and to the 

judge, correct angulation, beautiful feet, super temperament, very promising1

Bewertung:  1

3 - ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN PERRO MILAGROSO
Besitzer: Elisabeth BINDER

Vater: SHARPSHOOTER THE LEGEND OF SUNSHINE'S VALLEY

Mutter: ÖCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN JUST A BOMBSHELL

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9420 Wurftag: 17.03.2021

very nice expression, very nice head, correct topline and tailset, really deep body and 

deep chest, excellent for his age, nice big bone, due to the age i would like to see him 

more parallel in front and some forechest, excellent back angulation, very nice 

temperament, very promising2

Bewertung:  2



Rüden - Jüngstenklasse

4 - RESPECTABLE'S OR VERY PRETTY'S
Besitzer: Angelika KUTROWATZ

Vater: AGRAM-CAN VENI-VIDI-VICI

Mutter: SLOJCH HRJCH SLOCH RESPECTABLE'S JAMSESSION

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9248 Wurftag: 08.12.2020

nice head and expression, good neck and topline excellent rib cage for his age, showing 

forechest and really deep chest, good placement of shoulders and good upper arm, very 

nice bone, correct front and back angulation, very correct on the move,would like to see 

him a little bit more relaxed in the ring, otherwise really nice temperament

Bewertung: VIELVERSPRECHEND 1

Rüden - Jugendklasse

5 - COULD BE LOVE VOM THUNHAUS
Besitzer: Sylvia HAUSER & Iris Tellian

Vater: ÖJCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN LOVE OFMY LIFE

Mutter: ÖJCH JEWELHOPE PENNY BLUE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9050 Wurftag: 29.04.2020

strong masculine boy, nice head, good neck, excellent topline kept on the move, good 

tailset and tailcarriage, good shoulder placement, but I would like to see more upper 

arm,  nice deep chest, would like to see more forechest, nice bone, excellent back 

angulation, correct on the move from the judge and to the judge, on the side I would like 

to see more reach from the side, excellent coat condition, super temperament

Bewertung: SG 4

6 - ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN ORINOCO FLOW
Besitzer: Carolin Egger

Vater: XANTHOS BULLET PROOF

Mutter: ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN LUCKY STAR

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9173 Wurftag: 08.09.2020

 

Bewertung: HUND FEHLT



7 - I'M TERRA ANTYDA RIGHT ONE
Besitzer: Verena ARMINGER & Katharine JOHN

Vater: I'M TERRA ANTYDA ELLIOT

Mutter: I'M TERRA ANTYDA DIANA

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9013 Wurftag: 19.02.2020

very balanced, excellent head and expression, super dark pigmentation, but most 

impressed me is his shoulders and upper arms excellently placed for his age, super 

forechest, deep chest, very nice tight  feet front and back, strong bone, excellent topline, 

tailset and tailcarriage, excellent back angulation, super temperament, 

Bewertung: V 1, JB, KLUBJUGENDSIEGER

8 - COZY COZMO VOM THUNHAUS
Besitzer: Gerhard Krisch

Vater: ÖJCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN LOVE OFMY LIFE

Mutter: ÖJCH JEWELHOPE PENNY BLUE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9051 Wurftag: 29.04.2020

big masculine dog, good head and expression, good topline whe standing, a little bit 

loose on the move, correct tailset and tailcarriage, really deep chest, but would like to 

see better forechest, would like to see a little bit more front angulation, longer upper arm, 

correct shoulders correct back angulation, parallel from the judge and to the judge on the 

move, very nice temperament,, excellent coat condition, 

Bewertung: SG 3

9 - LITTLE VIOLET'S CALL ME JANIS
Besitzer: Claudia Neurauter

Vater: NLJCH NLCH LUXCH DUTCHTAB V.D. BEERSE HOEVE

Mutter: CIE HRCH ÖCH ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S UNCHAIN MY HEART

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9156 Wurftag: 30.08.2020

really nice head and expression, excellent topline standing and on the move, correct 

tailset and tailcarriage, nice deep chest, showing some forechest, correct front 

angulation, correct back angulation, nice feet, correct on the move from the judge and to 

the judge, correct on the side move, very nice temperament, needs some more ring 

training, but otherwise very nice

Bewertung: V 2



Rüden - Zwischenklasse

10 - CROSS MY HEART VOM THUNHAUS
Besitzer: Corinna Calderwood

Vater: ÖJCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN LOVE OFMY LIFE

Mutter: ÖJCH JEWELHOPE PENNY BLUE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9053 Wurftag: 29.04.2020

nice masculine dog, nice head and expression, would like to see a little bit longer neck, 

excellent topline when standing, correct tailset and tailcarriage, would like to see better 

front angulation and a longer upperarm and better shoulder placement, correct deep 

chest, correct back angulation, very nice feet, nice bone, parallel on the move from the 

judge and to the judge. from the side I would like to see more reach, very nice coat 

condition, very nice temperament,

Bewertung: SG 3

11 - ÖJCH I'M TERRA ANTYDA OVER THE TOP
Besitzer: Verena ARMINGER & Katharine JOHN

Vater: GOLDEN GO-GETTERS GOLD RUSH

Mutter: I'M TERRA ANTYDA GRACE KELLY

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8844 Wurftag: 01.10.2019

excellent balanced dog, so strong on touch, very nice head with soft expression, 

excellent neck, topline which kept on standing and on the move, correct tailset and 

tailcarriage, really nice ribcage for his age with perfect forechest going down to ellbows 

which are placed so tight to the deep chest, nicely placed shoulders and correct upper 

arm, making correct front angulation and correct back angulation, nice bone, nice feet, 

when standing turning his right side a little bit out, otherwise very beautiful, super 

temperament

Bewertung: V 1, CACA, KLUBSIEGER

12 - ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN NICE N' SPICY
Besitzer: Sandra Sonnlechner

Vater: BJCH ANGELONATO GRANDIOSO

Mutter: ÖJCH ÖCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN GLORY OF LOVE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9044 Wurftag: 21.04.2020

beautiful head and expression, really nice dark eyes with a soft true golden expression, 

nice neck good topline and tail carriage, correct front angulation and correct back 

angulation, nice deep chest showing with a forechest, on the move a little bit close 

behind correct coming to the judge, correct side movement, excellent coat condition, 

very nice temperament

Bewertung: V 2, Res. CACA



Rüden - Offene Klasse

13 - ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN JONATHAN STRANGE
Besitzer: Andrea PETTERMANN

Vater: CIE MultiCH MAJIK FINDERS KEEPERS

Mutter: ÖJCH ÖCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN GLORY OF LOVE

Zuchtbuchnummer: 7642 Wurftag: 27.01.2016

 

Bewertung: HUND FEHLT

14 - ÖJCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN LOVE OFMY LIFE
Besitzer: Elisabeth BINDER & Barbara ECKSTEIN

Vater: MAYBE FOREVER THE ONE AND ONLY

Mutter: ÖJCH ÖCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN GLORY OF LOVE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8249 Wurftag: 07.03.2018

excellent in size, in anytime you can regognize that he is a dog, showing his masculine 

side, nice head and expression, correct neck, correct topline, tailset and tailcarriage, 

correct shoulder placement and upper arm, nice deep chest, would like to see a little bit 

more forechest, correct back angulation, very nice feet very nice bone, paralell on the 

move from the judge and to the judge, nice side movement, in excellent coat condition, 

very nice temperament

Bewertung: V 2, Res. CACA

15 - ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S ROB ROY
Besitzer: Verena ARMINGER & Barbara MÜLLER-RUTHENSTEINER

Vater: ECH Multi JCH GILTEDGE BRAVEHEART

Mutter: CH LITTLE VIOLET'S COVER GIRL

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8535 Wurftag: 25.12.2018

very balanced dog, so smooth on the move that makes my skin ichy, nice head and 

expression, super neck, super topline, correct tailset, a little bit high tail carriage, 

excellent shoulder placements, but what impressed me the most his excellent upper 

arm, long that you can put your whole arm under neath, nice deep chest with forechest, 

for me just he keeps a little bit his frontlegs close, excellent on the move from the judge 

and to the judge, pleasure to watch his side movement

Bewertung: V 1, CACA



16 - GOLDEN MOUNTAIN SPRING'S PACIFIC
Besitzer: Brigitte SCHIGL

Vater: KROONKENNEL'S JEFFREY

Mutter: GOLDEN MOUNTAIN SPRING'S KATE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8098 Wurftag: 08.06.2017

correct head and expression, nice neck, excellent topline on the move and standing, 

correct shoulder placements, would like to see a little bit longer upper arm and a little bit 

more forechest, nice deep chest, correct back angulation, correct parallel movement to 

the judge and from the judge, excellent coat condition, showing true golden 

temperament

Bewertung: SG 3

Rüden - Gebrauchshundeklasse

18 - BE MY HOPE GOLDEN MARELL´S
Besitzer: Jana Juzlova

Vater: CH SUMMERAMBA LAST ORDERS

Mutter: MCH FUNNY MY JOY

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/GR/20812/2020 Wurftag: 12.05.2019

not to be judged today

Bewertung: OHNE BEWERTUNG

19 - CIE MultiCH TRUBLISS WALK THE TALK
Besitzer: Agatha Salceanu

Vater: CIE MultiCH MAJIK FINDERS KEEPERS

Mutter: FENPINQUE PRADA PERFECT

Zuchtbuchnummer: A4926-16/III Wurftag: 22.08.2015

balanced, smooth on the move, masculine, real golden, nice head, correct neck, topline, 

tailset and tailcarriage, correct front and back angulation, very nice bone very nice feet, 

parallel on the move coming to the judge and from the judge, very nice movement from 

the side,  nice deep chest with forechest, in good coat condition, showing true golden 

temperament

Bewertung: V 2, Res. CACA



20 - MAYBE FOREVER PERFECT IMPERFECTIONS
Besitzer: Nacho Gutierrez Ramirez

Vater: CH TERRA ANTYDA SANI NEW PRINC OFHEART

Mutter: MAYBE FOREVER CHIQUITA PICONERA

Zuchtbuchnummer: 2455247 Wurftag: 06.08.2021

very eyecathing dog, true masculine golden, very nice masculine head, with really soft 

golden expression, excellent neck, topline tailset and tailcarriage, excellent deep chest 

with forechest, very nice bone and feet, correct shoulderplacements and upper arm, 

making correct front angulation and back angulation, parallel on the move from the judge 

and to the judge, very nice on the side movement, excellent coat condition, correct 

temperament, overall making a very nice picture 

Bester Rüde

Bewertung: V 1, CACA, BOS

Rüden - Championklasse

21 - Multi JCH ROCH LITTLE VIOLET'S TARANTINO QUENTIN
Besitzer: Susan MÜLLER

Vater: DJCH (VDH) DJCH (DRC) NLJCH PLJCH PRINCE CHARMING QDORE OF 

LABGOLD

Mutter: CIE HRCH ÖCH ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S UNCHAIN MY HEART

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8564 Wurftag: 15.03.2019

very balanced dog, excellent size, excellent masculine head with soft expression, super 

neck and topline, keeping topline level when standing and on the move, correct tailset 

and tailcarriage, correct front and back angulation, nice deep chest, showing forechest, 

excellent feet and bone, very nice temperament, 

Bewertung: V 1, CACA

22 - MultiJCH ÖCH HRCH LITTLE VIOLET'S GIN TONIC
Besitzer: Verena ARMINGER & Katharine JOHN & Sabine ROEDIG-BRAUCH

Vater: CH TERRA ANTYDA SANI NEW PRINC OFHEART

Mutter: CIE MultiCH ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S QUIZZY DIZZY

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8078 Wurftag: 16.05.2017

very nice masculine dog, very nice eyes and expression, correct neck, topline, tailset 

and tail carriage, correct shoulder placements with upper arm, very nice rib cage, very 

nice back angulation, excellent bone, very nice feet, in excellent coat condition, parellel 

on the move from the judge and to the judge, very nice side movement, nice 

temperament

Bewertung: V 3



23 - MAYBE FOREVER THE ONE AND ONLY
Besitzer: Nacho Gutierrez Ramirez

Vater: CH TERRA ANTYDA SANI NEW PRINC OFHEART

Mutter: CH MAYBE FOREVER ONLY YOU

Zuchtbuchnummer: 2292939 Wurftag: 18.10.2015

very beautiful head, very nice expression, super neck, topline, tailset and tail carriage, 

excellent shoulders and upper arms, super deep chest with forechest, excellent bone, 

excellent feet, parallel on the move from the judge and to the judge, very nice on side 

movement, in excellent coat condition, excellent temperament, even on this hot weather 

with wagging tail

Bewertung: V 2, Res. CACA

Hündinnen - Babyklasse

24 - Tale of Rhymbelle My Cup of Tea
Besitzer: Agatha Salceanu

Vater: MCH HEARTBEAT FAMOUS GOLD

Mutter: Tale of Rhymbelle See the Magic

Zuchtbuchnummer: COR A - waiting Wurftag: 11.04.2021

such a beautiful young lady, showing herself like a pro, very nice soft feminin expression 

super topline, tailset and tailcarriage, correct front and back angulation for her age, so 

firm and connected on the move for this age, excellent temperament, very promising 2

Bewertung:  2

25 - PAWESOME'S FINALLY MINE
Besitzer: Susanne PRAGER

Vater: CIE ÖJCH MultiCH LITTLE VIOLET'S QUITE COOL

Mutter: ÖJCH SLO CH LITTLE VIOLET'S AT PAWESOME'S

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9345 Wurftag: 17.02.2021

very feminin head and expression, very nice neck, topline and tailset, for the age really 

nicley placed shoulders and upper arm, correct back angulation, beautiful bone, 

excellent feet, correct on the move for the age, very nice temperament, very promising 1

Bewertung:  1



26 - MARYS GOLDEN ABBY
Besitzer: Maria LUNESCHNIK

Vater: AGRAM-CAN VENI-VIDI-VICI

Mutter: GALANS-AUSTRIA JUNE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9369 Wurftag: 06.03.2021

really feminin head and expression, very soft, excellent dark eyes, very nice neck, 

topline, tailset and tail carriage, correct for the age front and back angulation, nice rib 

cage for the age, correct on the move, more relaxed on the move, need some more 

training for future shows, but otherwise very correct, very promising 3

Bewertung:  3

Hündinnen - Jugendklasse

27 - ABINVALE SERAPHIM
Besitzer: Sylvia HAUSER & Katharina BINDER

Vater: SHARPSHOOTER THE LEGEND OF SUNSHINE'S VALLEY

Mutter: ABINVALE MISS DIOR

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9224 Wurftag: 28.07.2020

feminin head and expression, nice neck, topline, tailset and tailcarriage, really nice 

ribcage, correct shoulder placement, would like to see longer upperarms that would 

make a better front angulation, correct back angulation, very nice bone, really nice feet,, 

correct movement from the judge and to the judge, excellent coat condition, very nice 

temperament, 

Bewertung: SG 4

28 - ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN NOW AND FOREVER
Besitzer: Elisabeth BINDER

Vater: BJCH ANGELONATO GRANDIOSO

Mutter: ÖJCH ÖCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN GLORY OF LOVE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9047 Wurftag: 21.04.2020

really eyecathing girl, beautiful feminin head with excellent pigment, very dark eye, super 

neck, topline ,tailset and tail carriage, very strong front assembly, nice placed shoulders 

with nice upper arm making, correct front angulation, very nice back angulation, super 

nice rib cage with forechest, parallel on the move from the judge and to the judge, very 

nice side movement, in top coat condition, excellent temperament

Bewertung: V 1, JB, JBOB, KLUBJUGENDSIEGER



29 - LITTLE VIOLET'S A LITTLE MINI-ME
Besitzer: Verena ARMINGER & Katharine JOHN & Karin Ullmann

Vater: CIE, MultiJCH MultiCH ÖGrCH LITTLE VIOLET'S A MILESTONE

Mutter: Multi JCH Multi CH LITTLE VIOLET'S GREAT LOVE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9074 Wurftag: 08.05.2020

feminin expression, correct head, nice neck, super topline keeping it when standing and 

moving, very nice tailset and tailcarriage, would like to see better placed shoulders and 

longer upper arm making better front angulation, correct back angulation, nice deep 

chest, but like to see a litte more forechest, nice bone, super nice feet, parallel on the 

move from the judge and to the judge, very nice coat condition, very nice temperament, 

it seems that she enjoys the day

Bewertung: SG

30 - LITTLE VIOLET'S CALL ME NILA
Besitzer: Katharine JOHN

Vater: NLJCH NLCH LUXCH DUTCHTAB V.D. BEERSE HOEVE

Mutter: CIE HRCH ÖCH ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S UNCHAIN MY HEART

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9163 Wurftag: 30.08.2020

very nice girl, definitivly enjoying the day, really nice feminin head, very nice expression, 

excellent neck, topline, tailset and tailcarriage, super shoulder placement and excellent 

upper arm makes excellent front angulation, excellent back angulation, super rib cage, 

deep with a forechest, on the move from the judge parallel, to the judge a little bit close 

or crossing because she enjoys the day today, in excellent coat condition and super 

temperament

Bewertung: V 2

31 - VERY PRETTYS BE HAPPY
Besitzer: Angelika KUTROWATZ

Vater: CIE ÖJCH MultiCH AU GRCH HR GRCH LITTLE VIOLET'S VERY BRITISH

Mutter: CIE HRJCH ÖJCH SLOCH  HRCH BRAVA DE ATRAPASUENOS

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9066 Wurftag: 06.05.2020

nice feminin head and expression, very nice neck, topline, tailset and tailcarriage, very 

correct front and back angulation, with good shoulders and upper arm, correct chest with 

forechest, parallel on the move from the judge and to the judge, correct side movement, 

nice temperament

Bewertung: V 3



Hündinnen - Zwischenklasse

32 - CHANCE OF LOVE VOM THUNHAUS
Besitzer: Sylvia HAUSER

Vater: ÖJCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN LOVE OFMY LIFE

Mutter: ÖJCH JEWELHOPE PENNY BLUE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9057 Wurftag: 29.04.2020

very feminin head, and nice expression, super neck, topline which keeps in standung 

and moving, nice tailset and tailcarriage, correct shoulder placement with correct upper 

arm, nice chest, would like to see a little bit forecchest, very correct front angulation and 

back angulation, very nice bone with nice feet, parallel on the move from the judge and 

to the judge, correct side movment, very smooth movement, nice temperament

Bewertung: V 3

33 - ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN NEVER ENDING LOVE
Besitzer: Elisabeth BINDER & Barbara ECKSTEIN

Vater: BJCH ANGELONATO GRANDIOSO

Mutter: ÖJCH ÖCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN GLORY OF LOVE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 9045 Wurftag: 21.04.2020

very beautiful head, excellent expression, nice neck, topline, tailset and tail carriage, 

very nice shoulderplacement with good upper arm making nice front angulation, very 

nice back angulation, very nice rib cage with forechest, nice bone, very nice feet, parallel 

on the move from the judge and to the judge, very nice temperament

Bewertung: V 1, CACA

34 - LITTLE VIOLET'S YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL
Besitzer: Kristina SCHÖNAU

Vater: ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S GEORGE CLOONEY

Mutter: CIE ÖJCH ÖCH HRCH SLOCH LITTLE VIOLET'S JUST DIVINE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8866 Wurftag: 02.12.2019

correct head with nice feminin expression, very correct neck, topline, tailset and 

tailcarriage, excellent shoulders with excellent upper arm making really nice front 

angulation, excellent back angulation, really nice chest with super forechest. love her 

front angulation, nice bone and feet, on the move from the judge a little bit close behind, 

parallel correct coming to the judge, very nice temperament, 

Bewertung: V 2, Res. CACA



Hündinnen - Offene Klasse

35 - ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S RISING STAR
Besitzer: Verena ARMINGER & Katharine JOHN & Ingrid BRESICH

Vater: ECH Multi JCH GILTEDGE BRAVEHEART

Mutter: CH LITTLE VIOLET'S COVER GIRL

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8537 Wurftag: 25.12.2018

very nice soft feminin expression, correct head, nice dark eye, correct shape, nice neck 

topline, tailset and tail carriage, correct shoulder placement, would like to see longer 

upper arm, correct back angulation, nice deep chest, would like to see more forechest, 

very nice bone and feet, correct on the move from the judge and to the judge, but when 

standing she turn her frontlegs together, in this hot summer condition keeps her 

temperament with wagging tail all the time

Bewertung: SG

36 - GALANS-AUSTRIA KARAT
Besitzer: Artur WALTER & Tünde PORFY & Artur WALTER

Vater: MultiCH IKER DU BOIS DE LA RAYERE

Mutter: GALANS-AUSTRIA BONBON

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8642 Wurftag: 25.04.2019

very feminin head and expression, nice neck topline which keeps standing and on the 

move, correct tailset and tail carriage, would like to see morre front angulation, correct 

back angulation, nice deep chest correct bone, very nice feet, parallel on the move from 

the judge and to the judge, very nice coat and temperament

Bewertung: SG

37 - BEST COVERGIRL VOM THUNHAUS
Besitzer: Elisabeth SCHÖN

Vater: CIE ÖJCH MultiCH LITTLE VIOLET'S QUITE COOL

Mutter: NELE OF OH CAROLINA

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8324 Wurftag: 14.05.2018

very nice feminin head, with correct dark eye, nice neck topline which keeps level on the 

move, correct tailset and tail carriage, would like to see more front angulation, correct 

back angulation, correct chest, nice feet and bone, when standing a little bit narrow in 

front legs. on the move from the judge and to the judge parallel , correct coat condition, 

nice temperament

Bewertung: SG



38 - LITTLE VIOLET'S SPECIAL EDITION
Besitzer: Sabine ROEDIG-BRAUCH & Verena ARMINGER

Vater: MultiJCH ÖCH HRCH LITTLE VIOLET'S GIN TONIC

Mutter: CIE ÖCH LITTLE VIOLET'S ONE TIME EDITION

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8547 Wurftag: 21.01.2019

very beautiful head and expression, very nice neck, topline tailset and tail carriage, 

correct chest with forechest, correct front and back angulation,  very nice bone and feet, 

parallel on the move from the judge and to the judge, correct side movement, not in the 

best coat condition today, very nice temperament

Bewertung: V 4

39 - LITTLE VIOLET'S JOYRIDE
Besitzer: Kristina SCHÖNAU

Vater: BJCH MEIEPERE QUITE A DELIGHT

Mutter: CIE HRCH ÖCH ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S UNCHAIN MY HEART

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8178 Wurftag: 25.09.2017

very feminin head and expression, good neck topline tailset and tail carriage, very 

correct front and back angulation, good deep chest with forechest, very nice feet, good 

bone, very correct in coming and going to the judge, in good coat condition, nice 

temperament

Bewertung: V

40 - ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN MISS DIVINE
Besitzer: Sylvia HAUSER

Vater: DtCH NLCH DUTCH CONSOLIDATION SPY VS SPY

Mutter: ÖCH ELKARIMA'S GOLDEN JUST A BOMBSHELL

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8557 Wurftag: 26.01.2019

very lovely bitch, she moves well even in this hot weather, super nice head and 

expression, nice neck topline tailset and tail carriage, very nice shoulders and upper arm 

making correct front angulation, correct back angulation, nice deep chest with forechest, 

parallel on the move from the judge and to the judge, very nice temperament

Bewertung: V 2, Res. CACA



41 - ÖJCH SMJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S UNSTOPPABLE
Besitzer: Nabila ATAYA

Vater: I'M TERRA ANTYDA GOLDFASHION

Mutter: CIE MultiJCH MultiCH LITTLE VIOLET'S ALL I WANT

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8697 Wurftag: 24.05.2019

very nice feminin girl, soft expression, good neck topline tailset and tail carriage, nice 

deep chest with forechest, correct front angulation, correct back angulation, little bit close 

behing when going from the judge, correct movement when coming to the judge, in very 

nice coat condition, perfectly handled, nice temperament

Bewertung: V 3

42 - HCH LITTLE VIOLET'S TUTTI FRUTTI
Besitzer: Verena ARMINGER & Katharine JOHN

Vater: DJCH (VDH) DJCH (DRC) NLJCH PLJCH PRINCE CHARMING QDORE OF 

LABGOLD

Mutter: CIE HRCH ÖCH ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S UNCHAIN MY HEART

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8568 Wurftag: 15.03.2019

the moment she entered the ring it looked like she owned it, even on this super hot 

summer day she did not stop wagging her tail, nice feminin head and expression, 

absolutly perfect angulation with super front angulation with super shoulder blades and 

upper arms, nice deep chest with forechest, excellent back angulation, parallel on the 

move from the judge and to the judge, very nice picture, a pleasure to watch 

Beste Hündin

Bewertung: V 1, CACA, BOB, KLUBSIEGER

Hündinnen - Gebrauchshundeklasse

43 - BE MY STAR GOLDEN MARELL'S
Besitzer: Ella Markova

Vater: SUMMERAMBA LAST ORDERS

Mutter: MCH FUNNY MY JOY

Zuchtbuchnummer: CLP/GR/20814 Wurftag: 12.05.2019

nice feminin head and expression, correct neck topline tailset and tail carriage, very nice 

rib cage, would like to see a little bit more front angulation, parallel on the move to the 

judge and from the judge, in very nice coat condition, very nice bone and feet, lovely 

temperament

Bewertung: V 1, CACA



Hündinnen - Championklasse

44 - ÖJCH HRJCH SLOCH LITTLE VIOLET'S JUST PERFECT
Besitzer: Verena ARMINGER & Ingrid BRESICH

Vater: BJCH MEIEPERE QUITE A DELIGHT

Mutter: CIE HRCH ÖCH ÖJCH LITTLE VIOLET'S UNCHAIN MY HEART

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8176 Wurftag: 25.09.2017

very nice feminin head and expression, nice dark eye, correct neck topline, tailset and 

tail carriage, correct shoulders and upper arm making a good front angulation, and good 

back angulation, parallel on the move from the judge and to the judge very nice 

temperament

Bewertung: V 4

45 - Cross Meadows Golden Betty
Besitzer: Gerd u.Sonja Hofmann

Vater: CIE MultiCH MultiJCH MAJIK TRUTH OR DARE

Mutter: Shyra?s Golden Fine

Zuchtbuchnummer: VDH/GRC 16-0860 Wurftag: 30.11.2016

very feminin all together, balanced, correct neck topline tailset and tail carriage, correct 

front and back angulation, nice chest showing with forechest, nice bone and feet, parallel 

on the move going from and to the judge, nice temperament, nice coat condition

Bewertung: V 3

46 - MAYBE FOREVER ONLY TIME
Besitzer: Nacho Gutierrez Ramirez

Vater: CH TERRA ANTYDA SANI NEW PRINC OFHEART

Mutter: CH MAYBE FOREVER ONLY YOU

Zuchtbuchnummer: 2292936 Wurftag: 18.10.2015

very beautiful, nice head, feminin expression, excellent neck topline tailset and tail 

carriage, super shoulders and upper arms, nice deep chest with a forechest, excellent 

back angulation and front angulation of cause really big bone with excellent feet, parallel 

in the move from the judge and to the judge, a pleasure to watch her side movement as 

she do it so smooth, showing true golden temperament,

Bewertung: V 1, CACA



47 - CIE HRJCH ÖJCH SLOCH  HRCH BRAVA DE ATRAPASUENOS
Besitzer: Angelika KUTROWATZ

Vater: WINTERFELL DE ATRAPASUENOS

Mutter: KASUKABE DE ATRAPASUENOS

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 8209 Wurftag: 30.06.2017

really lovely girl, beautiful feminin head and expression, very nice neck topline tailset and 

tail carriage, excellent shoulders and upper arms making excellent front angulation, 

excellent back angulation, super deep chest, with forechest, very nice bone with super 

feet, excellent on the move from the judge and to the judge, very nice side movement, all 

together a very nice picture, super temperament

Bewertung: V 2, Res. CACA

Hündinnen - Veteranenklasse

48 - CIE ÖJCH ÖCH HRCH SLOCH LITTLE VIOLET'S JUST DIVINE
Besitzer: Katharine JOHN & Verena ARMINGER

Vater: CIB CIE ÖJCH MultiCH RACE THE SUN DE RIA VELA

Mutter: CIE ÖJCH ÖCH HRCH SEQUINS SPEEDWELL

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 6565 Wurftag: 25.05.2012

pleasure to watch on the move nine year old girl, super nice head and expression, 

excellent neck topline tailset and tail carriage, super front and back angulation, nice deep 

chest, great bone and feet, parallel on the move from the judge and to the judge. all the 

way through did not stop wagging her tail, very nice picture,

Bewertung: V 1, VS, VBOB, KLUBVETERANENSIEGER

49 - GALANS-AUSTRIA BONBON
Besitzer: Artur WALTER

Vater: CIE ÖCH HUCH DEWMIST SANDOLIANO

Mutter: GALANSGOLDENS GILT ICE

Zuchtbuchnummer: GR 6788 Wurftag: 14.03.2013

nine year old girl who enjoys her day today, very nice feminin head and expression, 

correct topline for her age, nice tailset and tail carriage, correct front and back 

angulation, nice deep chest, excellent bone and feet, in excellent coat condition nice 

temperament

Bewertung: V 2, Res. VS


